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The attractor for the scalar delay-differential equat ion 
Yc(t) = - - f (x(t ) ,  x ( t - -  1)) 
is shown to possess a Morse Decomposition, under the hypothesis of a negative 
feedback condition in the delay term. Using this decomposition, weprove results on 
the asymptotic rate of oscillation of solutions of the initial value problem. Existence 
of both slowly and rapidly oscillating periodic solutions is also proved. ~ 1988 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We study global dynamical properties of the scalar delay-differential 
equation 
Yc(t) = - f (x ( t ) ,  x ( t -  1)), (1.1) 
where f satisfies appropriate conditions, in particular, a negative feedback 
condition in the delay. Our main results are that the dynamical system for 
(1.1) posesses a global integer valued Lyapunov Function (Theorem A) 
which gives rise to a Morse Decomposition of the attractor (Theorem B). 
These results are then used to obtain information about the asymptotic 
oscillatory properties of solutions to arbitrary initial value problems in 
Theorem C. The relation between periodic solutions of (1.1) and the Morse 
Decomposition is explored in Theorem D. Precise statements of these 
theorems are given in Section 4 of this paper. A summary of these and 
related results is to be found in [20]. 
We define an integer valued Lyapunov Function V on the set ~-  {0}, 
where ~u is the maximal compact attractor for (1.1). The set ~u consists of 
all solutions of (1.1) which are defined and bounded for all te  ( -0% oo); 
this compact invariant set attracts all solutions of initial value problems. 
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Using V, a Morse Decomposition is obtained for ~: this means a finite 
collection {SN} of disjoint compact invariant sets such that the flow on 
outside of these sets is gradient-like, as depicted in Fig. 1. The general 
definition of a Morse Decomposition is due to Conley. 
DEFINITION (Conley [8]). Let X be a compact metric space with a flow 
denoted x.  t, where x~X and te  ( -0% oo), and let ~(x) and o9(x) denote 
the alpha- and omega-limit sets of the orbit through x. A Morse Decom- 
position of X is a finite ordered collection 
SI<S2<...<SM 
of disjoint compact invariant subsets of X (called Morse Sets) such that 
x ~ X=~ there exist N>~ K such that ~(x) ~ SN and ~o(x) _c SK; 
and further 
N = K ~ x ~ aN, hence x- t ~ SN for all t. 
We note that the Morse Sets SN, together with the sets of Connecting 
Orbits C~={xeXIe(X)~_SN and ~o(x)__-Sx} for N>K, exhaust the 
phase space X. 
If x(t) is a solution in 7 j let us denote the time t translate of x by x.  t; 
that is, x .  t e C( -  o% ~)  is the function 
(x.t)(O)=x(t+O) Oe( -~,  oo). 
If x is not the zero solution we define V(x. t) as follows: let , >t t be the 
first zero of x in [t, ~) ,  if it exists. Then V(x. t) is defined to be the num- 
ber of zeros of x (counting multiplicity) in the half-open interval (a -  1, tr]. 
e 
FIG. 1. A Morse Decomposition. 
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If a does not exist we set V(x.t)= 1. Thus V(x.t) is either a positive 
integer or ~.  Under the negative feedback condition 
r0r(0, q) > 0 for all q#0,  
Of(~, r/) > 0 
dr/ ~o, ol 
we show (Theorem A(i)) that V(x. t) is non-increasing in t: 
tl<~t2~ V(x.tl)>>- V(x.t2). 
That is, V is a Lyapunov Functon on ~u_ {0}. (Note that we leave V(0) 
undefined.) Roughly speaking, the negative feedback condition implies that 
the number of zeros of a solution, per unit interval, is non-increasing in
time. It also implies that V(x.t) never takes values among the even 
integers, as we shall show. It is also the case under our assumptions that V 
is a bounded function; thus 
v: {0} {1, 3, 5 .... ,2 t+ 1} 
for some M. 
The observation that the number of zeros per unit interval does not 
increase with time goes back to Myschkis (Theorem 32 of [26]), at least 
for linear equations. Also, these ideas are in the same spirit as those of 
Nickel [27] and Matano [25] for lap numbers of solutions of scalar 
parabolic PDE's. 
At this point one is tempted to define SN to be those x~ ~u_ {0} for 
which V(x. t) = N for all t, for N = 1, 3, 5, ..., 2M + 1. However, this simple 
idea is too naive, due in part to the fact that V is undefined at the trivial 
solution 0 ~ ~u. The sets Su so defined are not in general closed, and indeed 
several of them can simultaneously contain the point 0 in their closure. The 
definition of SN which does work, at least when the origin is hyperbolic, is 
SN= {X~. ~I I -  (0}[ V(x.t)= N for all t~ R, and O¢~(x)woJ(x)}. 
That is, we exclude the stable and unstable manifolds W s and W ~ of the 
origin from the sets SN. With this definition, the sets SN are compact and 
do not contain the origin, as we shall show. There is, in addition, one more 
Morse Set, SN. = {0}; here N* is an even integer with the property that 
xeWS=~V(x.t)>N* forall teR, 
x~W~V(x . t )<N * for all teR. 
In fact, N* is precisely the dimension of the unstable manifold. If the origin 
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is not hyperbolic, a minor modification in the definition of SN and SN. 
must be made. 
A given flow may admit many different Morse Decompositions; and 
there always exists the trivial Morse Decomposition consisting of simply 
the whole space. We show the above decomposition of ~u is in general 
rather complicated as SN 4= ~ for many of the sets. In fact, 
N< N* ~ SN contains a periodic orbit, 
as we prove in Theorem D. Periodic solutions have been obtained using 
various techniques, such as fixed point theorems for cone maps (see 
Jones [15], Nussbaum [29, 30], and the references in the latter; also 
Chow [3], Hadeler and Tomiuk [ 11 ], and Mallet-Paret and 
Nussbaum [21,22]), and the Fuller Index (see Chow and Mallet- 
Paret [6]). In Theorem D we define a Poincar6 map, which generalizes the 
cone map for slowly oscillating solutions, to unify and extend these known 
results. We note here that the connectedness of ~u, and the fact that SN 4= 
for various N, implies that Cr  u # ~ for various N and K. An eventual goal 
is to understand the topological structure of these sets and how they fit 
N* N* together to form 7 t. A proof that C  4= ~ for N < is given in Fiedler 
and Mallet-Paret [10]. 
Numerical studies suggest hat in many cases the SN have a very com- 
plicated internal structure involving multiple periodic orbits arising from 
period doubling bifurcations. Strange attractors may also be present. See 
the numerical work of Mackey and Glass [19], Saupe [34, 35], and Chow 
and Green [5]; Farmer [9]; an example with discontinuous f has been 
rigorously analyzed by Peters [32]. The set $1 plays a special role, as it is 
often an attractor consisting of the so-called slowly oscillating solutions. 
See Kaplan and Yorke [17, 18]; also Walther [38, 39]. 
Any solution x(t) of an initial value problem is attracted to exactly one 
Morse Set: 
x • t ~ SN as t ---} oo, for some N 
because ~u is an attractor and the flow on ~u_ (3 SK is gradient-like. 
(Here x. t denotes the translate (x. t ) (O)=x(t+ 0) as is usual in delay 
equations.) Thus information about the Morse sets yields information 
about x(t) as t ~ ~.  Theorem C describes uch results, where the rate of 
oscillation of solutions is studied. 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the hypotheses (HI) and 
(H2) on Eq. (1.1) are stated precisely; they are assumed throughout the 
paper. The maximal compact attractor ~ is described in Section 3. The 
main results, Theorems A, B, C, and D, are stated in Section 4; there we 
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also define the Lyapunov Function V and sets {Su} in the Morse Decom- 
position of ~. Parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem A (also (i) of Proposition 4.1) 
are proved in Section 5, and the remaining part (iii) is in Section 7. Proper- 
ties of the Lyapunov Function, particularly its structure near the 
equilibrium point x = 0, are explored in these sections. In Section 6 the 
linearized problem at x = 0 is studied. Theorems B, C, and Proposition 4.1 
(ii) are proved in Section 8, and Theorem D is in Section 9. Section 10 is 
devoted to the rather technical proof of Lemma 7.3. 
2. THE EQUATIONS AND HYPOTHESES 
The equations we study include 
Yc(t) = - - f i x ( t )  - -g (x ( t  - 1 )), 
where /?>t0, r/g(r/)>0 for all r/g-0, g'(0)>0, and gOD is a C ~ function 
bounded below for all r/~<0. See Hale [12] for much of the general theory 
of delay-differential equations. The case fi---0 has been studied by many 
authors, including Chow, Kaplan, Yorke, Nussbaum, Peitgen, Walther, 
and this author. The equation 
~(t)= -~(e  x t t - l ) -  1), ct>0, 
obtained from Wright's Equation 
~(t )  = - -o ty ( t -  1)[1 +y(t)]  
by the substitution x=log( l+y) ,  is a special case. See [30] and the 
bibliography therein for these and other references. Much of what we say 
should hold for more general equations, such as ~( t )=-g~(x( t ) ) -  
g2(x(t- 1)). 
The case fi > 0 can be written 
a2( t )  = - x ( t )  - g (x ( t  - 1)) ,  
where a > 0 and g satisfies the above hypotheses. This equation arises in 
various applications uch as biology, physiology, and optics; see the 
bibliography in [22] for references. A particularly interesting problem is to 
study the singular perturbation case of small a, as this is related to the dif- 
ference equation xn+l=-g(xn) .  See Chow and Mallet-Paret [7] and 
MaUet-Paret and Nussbaum [21, 22, 23, 24]; see also Chow, Diekmann, 
and MaUet-Paret [4] for a related equation. 
We introduce two standing hypotheses on Eq. (1.1) to be assumed 
throughout this paper; these are both satisfied for the above special class of 
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equations. Recall first some basic facts about solutions of (1.1). Assume for 
simplicity that f :  R2~ R is C% Then the unique solution x(t)  to the initial 
value problem 
Xo-- tpe C[ -  1, 0] 
is defined on a maximal interval to the right of t = 0. Setting T(t)~o = xt, 
where xt e C[ - 1, 0] is the translate xt(O) = x(t + 0), - 1 ~< 0 ~< 0, and t ~> 0, 
defines a local semiflow on C[ -  1, 0]. Thus, in appropriate domains, 
T(t) T(s) = T(t + s), t, s >>- O, 
T(0) = identity. 
Furthermore, x(t) is of class C k÷l for t>k .  
In general T(t)q~ is not defined for negative time t<0.  However, 
solutions x(t) defined for all positive and negative time t e ( -~ ,  ~)  are 
important as they occur in omega-limit sets of other solutions, so in some 
sense describe asymptotic behavior for lage time. They are a main object of 
study here. 
DEFINITION. A global solution of (1.1) is a solution x(t) for all 
t e ( -  o% ~).  Such a solution is said to be bounded if 
sup( . . . .  ) I x(t)l < oo. 
We now state two hypotheses to be assumed for the remainder of this 
paper. We let I1" II denote the sup norm on C[ -  1, 0]. 
Standing hypotheses. 
f ' .R2 ~ R isC~;  
rf(0, q) > 0 for all r /50;  
(H1) 
B > 0 and A + B > 0, where 
A = 0f(i ,  q)/0~ I ¢o. o), B = 0f(i ,  q)/0r/J ~0. o)- 
Given K1 > 0, there exists Kz > 0 such that 
11 q~ II ~< K~ =~ II T(1) tp II ~ K2; and 
(H2) 
there exists Ko > 0 such that for any ~p e C[ - 1, 0] 
we have lim sup, ~ oo II T(t) q9 II < Ko. 
The conditions r/f(0, q )>0 and B>0 of Hypothesis (H1) make 
solutions of (1.1) tend to oscillate about zero, and imply the function V 
defined in Section 4 is a Lyapunov Function. Hypothesis (H2) means the 
map T(1) is compact and point dissipative, as described by Hale and Lopes 
[13]; and a result of Billotti and LaSalle [2] implies the existence of a 
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maximal compact attractor ~' in C[ - 1, 0], as well as equivalence of (H2) 
to the following seemingly stronger condition: 
for each RI there exists R2 such that 
II tp IL <~ R1 ~ II T( t ) q~ II <~ R2 for all t ~> 0; and 
(H2') 
there exists Ro such that ]x(t)l <<. Ro for all 
real t, for each global bounded solution. 
The proof of the equivalence of (H2) and (H2') will be given in 
Proposition 3.1 in the next section, for completeness. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Consider the equation 
Yc(t) = - f i x ( t ) -g (x ( t -  1)). (2.1) 
Then (H l ) and (H2) hold if fl >~ 0 and if g: R ~ R is a C ~ function satisfying 
qg(q) > 0 for all r/# 0, g'(0) > 0, and g(q) >i - K for some K and all q. 
Proof. (H1) clearly holds, as does the first part of (H2), which can be 
obtained by integrating (2.1) over [0, 1]. To show the rest of (H2), we 
shall sharpen this to show Ix(t)[ ~<K2 for all t>~0, and in addition will 
obtain a bound Ko for all bounded global solutions. Then (H2) follows 
easily from this: as x(t) is bounded, it is equicontinuous for t/> 0. Thus the 
trajectory x t= T(t)q~ in phase space is precompact, so approaches its 
omega-limit set. But the omega-limit set consists of bounded global 
solutions, hence has a bound of K o. Thus so does x(t) for large t. 
We begin the proof by considering an initial condition with II q~ II ~< K1. 
Using the upper bound K on -g ,  we have for 0 <~ t <~ 1 
ddt (eatx(t)) <~ emK~ x(t) <~ x(O) e -at + f l  (1 - e -at) 
<~max {K1, K1e-a +~(1- -e -a )} .  
Consider now t > 1; if x(r) > (K/fi)(1 - e -a) for some r > 1, then repeating 
the above integration on [z - 1, z] shows that x(r - 1 ) > 0, hence ±(Q < 0. 
But this in turn implies x(t) is decreasing in [1, T], hence x(O<x(1).  
Therefore 
x(t)<<.max{K1,Kle-P+fl(1--e-P) 1 for all t>~0. 
A slight modification of this last argument shows that x(t)<~ (K/fi) 
(1 -e  -p) for all t, for bounded global solutions. For if x(z)>(K/fi) 
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(1 -e  -a) for some T, then again ~(~)<0; and so x(t) is decreasing on 
( - @, ~]. But then limt . . . .  x(t) must be a positive equilibrium point, and 
no such exists. 
Having obtained an upper bound on x(t), we now have a lower bound 
on -g (x ( t -1 ) ) .  Using this bound and arguing as above then produces a
lower bound for x(t), completing the proof, l 
3. Tr-m MAXIMAL COMPACT ATTRACTOR 
Recall that (H1) and (H2) are assumed for the remainder of this paper. 
The object of study is the set ~u of bounded global solutions of (1.1). First 
define 
~P= {~0 e C[ - 1, 0]1 there exists a bounded global solution x(t) 
of (1.1) with x0 = ~0 }, 
the space of initial conditions of such solutions. Note that 0 e ~. Clearly ~P 
is invariant under the semiflow T(t). It is somewhat easier to work with a 
flow here, so we consider the related set 
= { x e C( - ~ ,  ~ )1 x(t) is a bounded global solution of ( 1.1 ) }. 
Let ~ be endowed with the usual compact open topology of C ( -~,  ~)  
and define the translation flow ~ x R ~ ~, denoted x.  t, by 
(x . t ) (O)=x(t+O) ,  OE( -~,  ~) .  
We write x - t  rather than x, to distinguish between the spaces in which 
these lie: namely x- t ~ C( - ~ ,  ~ ) while x, s C[ - 1, 0]. Casting the system 
as a flow is in line with Conley's setting for the Morse Index; see Conley 
[8] and Smoller [37]. Alternatively, Rybakowski has developed Conley's 
theory for semiflows; see [33]. 
The following result is essentially due to Billotti and LaSalle [2]; for 
completeness we include the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. ~P is compact, non-empty, invariant (positively and 
negatively), and connected I f  q~ ~ C[ - 1, 0] then T(t) qo ~ ~P as t ~ ~.  I f  
B( R ) ~_ C[ -  1, 0] is the closed ball of large radius R, there exists ~ = z( R ) 
such that {T(nT)B(R)} is a nested family of sets with intersection 
tp= f i  T(nz) B(R). 
n=O 
In particular, (H2') holds. 
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Proof Asume we have shown that for each large R, there exists z(R) 
such that 
T(z) B(R) ~ B(R). (3.1) 
Without loss ~/> 1 (if not, replace it with some integer multiple). Equicon- 
tinuity of solutions, by (H2), shows T(z)B(R) is compact; thus 
T((n + 1) z) B(R) ~_ T(nz) B(R) and so 
T(nr) B(R)= ~ T(nv) B(R) (3.2) 
n~O n~O 
is non-empty, compact, and connected. Moreover if q~ e B(R) then T(t) q~ 
approaches the intersection (3.2) as t ~ oo. Standard arguments show any 
element of (3.2) is in ~; conversely, if x(t) is a global solution with 
I x(t)l ~< R for all t, then Xo is in (3.2). All that remains then is to show that 
B(R) is mapped into itself (3.1) and that the intersection (3.2) is indepen- 
dent of large R. 
Let F= T(1) B(Ko) with K0 as in (H2); then F is  compact. Also, for each 
q~ e F we have 11T(t) q~ [I< Ko for large t. Thus there is a finite open cover 
{Un} of F, and times tn, such that T(tn) U~_B(Ko), and hence 
T(tn+I)U,~_F. Let a=max{t ,+ l}  and define the compact set 
Q=Uo~,<~T(t)F. Then q~eF implies T(t)q~eQ for all t~>0, as each 
orbit through F returns to F within time tr. Further, this implies Q is 
positively invariant. 
Now a similar construction shows that for each R there exists z = z(R), 
such that q~ e B(R) implies T(t) q~ e Q for all t ~> ~. If R is large enough that 
Q ~ B(R), then T(z) B(R) ~_ B(R) as required. At this point it is easy to see 
the intersection (3.2) equals 0~=o T(nr) Q; as Q is positively invariant, this 
set is independent of z and hence of R. | 
PROPOSITION 3.2. ~ is a compact connected metric space with metric 
d(xl, x2)= ~, 2-" sup Jxl(t)-x2(t)l. 
n=l  [ - -n ,n]  
Proof. From (H2'),)x(t) l  ~<Ro for all xe  ~/' and all teR, so d is a 
metric giving the compact-open topology. The differential equation gives a 
bound on I~(t)l independent of x and t, hence ~ is an equicontinuous set 
of functions. Standard arguments then show ~u is compact. 
If ~ were not connected, then ~= ~'  u ~2 for some disjoint compact 
non-empty sets a positive distance d(~l, ~2) > 0 apart. Because the natural 
projection ~ ~ ~ given by x e C( - 0% or) ~ Xo e C[ - 1, 0] is onto, and 
because ~P is connected, there exist x 'e  ~ with Xo ~ = Xo 2. As x~(t) solves the 
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initial value problem with x~, we have xl(t) = xZ(t) for all t ~> - 1. Further, 
x ' - t~ ~' for all t. But then d(x ~. t, x 2.t) ~0 as t~ ~,  contradicting 
d( t/t1, ~tt2) >0. I 
4. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Our main results concern existence of an integer valued Lyapunov 
Function V, and existence of a Morse Decomposition for the flow on ~. 
Recall that ~ consists of all bounded global solutions x E C( -o% ~)  of 
(1.1). We begin by defining a function 
V: ~-  {0} --* {1, 3, 5, 7 .... } 
which measures the number of zeros of a solution x~ ~-  {0} in a unit 
interval (a -  1, a] when x(tr)= O. 
DEFINITION. 
~'the 
V(x) = ~1, 
I f x~ ~-  {0}, let 
number of zeros (counting multiplicity) of x(t) in ( t r -  1, tr]; or 
if no a exists, 
where 
a= inf{ t >~Olx(t)=O }.
Thus V(x) is either a positive integer or infinity. We shall show in fact 
that V(x) is always finite, and indeed V is bounded on ~-  {0}. 
THEOREM A. Under the standing hypotheses (H1) and (H2) of(1.1): 
(i) / fx~ ~-  {0} then V(x . t )  is a non-increasing function of t~ g; 
(ii) V(x) < oo and is an odd integer for each x ~ ~-  {0 }; 
(iii) V is bounded on ~-  {0}. 
Because V(0) is undefined, a detailed study of trajectories near 0 is 
crucial in establishing the Morse Decomposition, as well as proving (iii). 
The main ingredients here are a knowledge of the spectrum of the 
linearization of (1.1) at 0, and how this affects the solutions of the 
non-linear equation. 
Consider now the characteristic equation 
2 + A + Be-~=O (4.1) 
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of the origin, where as before 
A =0f(l,O~ q) co, o)' B=Of(~'Oq q---~) co. o)" (4.2) 
The roots of (4.1) are called eigenvalues; the multiplicity of an eigenvalue 
means its multiplicity as a root of (4.1). 
DEFINmON. The origin of (1.1) is hyperbolic in case Re 2 :P 0 for every 
eigenvalue 2. 
Before defining sets Su which make up the Morse Decomposition of ~u, 
we define an integer N* which measures the instability of the origin. Set 
N* = ~'M* if the origin is hyperbolic, 
~M* + 1 if the origin is not hyperbolic, 
where M* is the number of eigenvalues (counting multiplicity) satisfying 
Re 2 > 0. In the non-hyperbolic ase there are exactly two eigenvalues on 
the imaginary axis, as will follow from Theorem 6.1; counting each of these 
as one-half motivates the definition of N* in this case. We shall also see in 
Theorem 6.1 that M* is always even, and so 
N* is even if the origin is hyperbolic, and odd if not hyperbolic. 
The integer N* will remain a regular participant in what follows. 
We now define the sets Su. If N~ { 1, 3, 5, ... } and N ¢ N* set 
SN= {x~ ~- -  {0}1V(x. t) = Nfor all t~R, and 0 ¢ ~(x) ~ co(x)}, 
where ~(x) and ~o(x) denote the alpha- and omega-limit sets of x in ~. If 
N = N* set 
{0 } if the origin is hyperbolic (N* is even); 
Su .= {x~-{O}lV(x . t )=Nfora l l t~R}u{O} 
if the origin is not hyperbolic (N* is odd). 
Note that Su = ~ for large N, by (iii) of Theorem A. When N is even and 
N :~ N* we leave SN undefined. 
THEOREM B. With the standing hypotheses (H1) and (H2), the sets { SN} 
for N e {N*, 1, 3, 5 .... } form a Morse Decomposition of ~ with the ordering 
Sx<SN~K<N.  
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These results may be used to obtain information about asymptotic 
behavior of solutions to initial value problems. Below, we may regard 
Theorem C as a corollary of Proposition 4.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. (i) Assume (H1) and (H2). / f  xe  ~-{0} is such 
that V(x. t)= N for all t, for some N, then all zeros of x are simple. In par- 
ticular if  x(t) is a periodic solution, or if x ~ Su, all its zeros are simple. 
(ii) I f  we also assume 
¢, q >0~f(¢ ,  q )>0;  
and (4.3) 
~, q < 0 =:-f(~, q)<O 
then there exbts L > 0 such that for any x ~ S1, each interval of  length L 
contains a zero of x. 
THEOREM C. Assume (H1), (H2) and that the origin is hyperbolic. Let 
x( t ), t >>. O, be the solution of an initial value problem xo = qg. Then either 
(1) x( t )~Oast~;or  
(2) l im in f t~ (Ix(t)l + Ik(t)l)>~C, where C>0 is independent of the 
solution. 
I f (2)  holds it follows that 
0 < lim inf 11 x,  l[ ~< lim sup II x ,  II < ~,  
t~oo  t ~ 
that all large zeros of x(t) are simple, and that there is a positive lower bound 
for the distance between these (large) zeros. Denote these simple zeros by 
tl < t2 < . "  ~ ~ if they exist. Then, with (2) holding, either 
(a) there exists an odd integer N >~ l such that t, u<t . - l<t . _u+l  
for large n; or 
(b) x( t )#O for all large t. 
Conclusion (2b) cannot hold if condition (4.3) holds. 
It should be possible to refine Theorem C to cover the situation where 
the origin is.not hyperbolic although we do not do this. In this ease there is 
a two-dimensional center manifold, and the following result is suggested: 
that if the origin is isolated from periodic solutions on the center manifold 
(so the flow nearby is a spiral) then precisely the same conclusions as 
stated above should hold. 
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Proposition 4.1 has a geometrical interpretation. Consider the mapping 
O: SN ~ S 1 from the Morse Set SN to the circle, induced by 
x e s , ,  (x(O), 2 (0 ) )  e R 2 - {o}.  
If N>~ 3, or if N= 1 and (4.3) holds, then the image of an orbit winds 
around the circle infinitely often as t ~ + oo. More precisely, if for some x 
we lift O(x. t) to the line (that is, make a continuous choice of ~b(t)= 
arc tan (k(t)/x(t))) then lim,~ _+~ ~k(t)=-T-~. Thus, although Su could 
have a complicated structure, with complicated ynamics, in a gross sense 
it is not unlike a periodic orbit. In particular it has a transversal cross 
section, namely the half line x=0,  k>0 in Rz -{0} ,  and has a 
corresponding Poincar6 map. (A related notion of "Asymptotic Cycle" was 
considered for abstract flows by S. Schwartzman [36].) 
We shall use this Poincar6 map, in Theorem D, to show that SN 
typically contains a periodic orbit when N< N*. Such results have been 
obtained before by many authors, especially in the case N= 1 of slowly 
oscillating solutions, as noted in Section 1. Nevertheless, we present 
Theorem D as it unifies these results in the present context of a Morse 
Decomposition. 
THEOREM D. I f  N is an odd integer satisfying N < N*, then for the class 
of equations of Proposition 2.1, the set SN contains a periodic solution x(t) 
with the following property: x(t) = 0 at exactly two points on [0, T), where T 
is the least period of x(t); moreover both these zeros are simple and 2IN< 
T< 2 / (N-  1 ). This result is in fact true for any equation 
2(t) = - f l (x ( t ) ,  x ( t -  1)) 
which can be homotoped 
2(t)= - fP (x ( t ) ,x ( t -1 ) ) ,  0~<p~<l, (4.4) 
with fo(~, q) and all its derivatives in (~, tl) depending continuously on p, in 
such a way that 
(1) at p = 0, (4.4) satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.1; 
(2) for each p, (4.4) satisfies (HI), (H2), and N<N*;  
(3) there is a bound ]x(t)l <<.K, independent of p, on periodic solutions 
of (4.4) in Su; and 
(4) /f N = 1 then for each p 
~, r/> 0 =~fP(~, ~/) > 0, 
and 
~, q < 0 =~fa(~, q)<O. 
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5. THE LYAPUNOV FUNCTION V 
Here we prove (i) and (ii) of Theorem A, together with additional 
properties of the function V (such as upper semicontinuity) to be used later 
on.  
To see why V is a Lyapunov Functon, that is, V(x. t) is non-increasing 
in t, consider first the case when all zeros of x(t) are simple, for some x e ~. 
Let tro < al be consecutive zeros with x(t)>0 in between. Thus k(tro)>0 
and ~(trl)<0. From the differential equation (1.1), and from (HI), it 
foliow~ that x(t ro-  1 )<0 and x(tr l -1)>0, so x ( t )=0 at some point in 
(0" O-  1, 0" 1 - -1 ) .  Stated differently, x(t) has no more zeros in ( t r l -  1, a l ]  
than it does in (tro-1,  tro], that is, V(x.tro)>~V(x.ax). In Fig. 2, 
V(X.Oo)= 5 > 3-- V(x.ol). 
We proceed now with the general case. 
LEMMA 5.1. V(x)< ~ for each x~ ~-  {0}. 
Proof Suppose V(x)= oo; then x(t) must have a zero a of infinite 
order: 
Dkx(a) = 0 for each k ~> 0, 
where D k denotes the kth derivative. Let r/=g(~, () be a local inverse to 
(=- f (~,  ~/) near the origin ~=q=(=0;  such exists by the Implicit 
Function Theorem, because the partial derivative B 4: 0. Then x( t -  1 )= 
g(x(t), Yc(t)) near t = a, and so a - 1 is also a zero of x(t) of infinite order. 
Similarly, so is t r -  n for each n ~> 0. 
Let K 3 be an upper bound for 
in the region 14[, ]t / l~ < Ko, with K o a bound for ]x(t)l. Then 
I f(x(t), x(t-- 1))] <<.Ka(lX(t)t + Ix(t -  1)l). 
%-I 
FIG. 2. V(x.ao)=5>3=V(x.aO. 
~- t 
505/72/2-7 
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Applying Gronwal l 's  Inequality gives (using x(a -  n)= O) 
~/ r n Ix(t)l ~<K3 e r3(s- t) I x (s -  1)[ ds 
. . . .  t (5 .1 )  
<--.g4 t_ l I x (s ) lds  i f t6 [a - -n - - l ,a - -n ] ,  
where K4 = K3e x3. Iterating (5.1) m times and using the bound Ix(s)] ~< Ko 
then shows Ix(t)[ <<.KoK'~/m! in [a -n -  1, a -n ] ;  letting m go to infinity 
shows x(t)= 0 for all t ~< a. Thus x(t)= 0 for all t ~ R, a contradiction. | 
LEMMA 5.2. I f  xe  ~-  {0} has a zero of order exactly k at t=a,  then 
t = a - 1 is a zero of order exactly k - 1. Moreover, 
O k- ~x(a -- 1 ) Dkx(a) < 0. (5.2) 
Proof. Differentiating (1 .1 ) j -1  times and setting t=a  shows (by 
inducting on j ~< k) that DJx(a) = - BD J- lx(a - 1 ). Hence 
DJ - tx (a -1 )=O for j<k ,  while Dk- lx (a - -1 )#O,  with (5 .2 )ho ld ing  
because B > 0. | 
Proof of Theorem A(i) and (ii). We first show (i). Let ao < al be con- 
secutive zeros of x. It is enough to show that x(t) has no more zeros in 
(al - 1, a t ] than in (a o - 1, ao], counting multiplicity, of course. First note 
that x(t) changes sign in (%-  1, tr~ - 1). This is because x(t) has the same 
sign immediately to the left of a~ and the right of a o (as they are con- 
secutive zeros), so by Lemma 5.2 has opposite signs immediately to the left 
of a l  - 1 and the right of a o -  1. Thus (ao -  I, %]  contains a zero a ,  not 
in (at - 1, a l ] ,  with a ,  # a t - 1 in addition. 
The only zero in (at - 1, a l ]  not in (a o -  1, ao] is t=a l .  If it is a simple 
zero, we are done. If it has order k >/2, then t = at - 1 has order k - 1 and 
moreover lies in (a o -  1, ao] as a o and al  are consecutive. Again we are 
done, as a~ - 1 and a ,  have together at least order k, the order of a~, so 
V(x. a~) <~ V(x. ao). This proves (i), that V(x. t) is non-increasing in t. 
Part  (ii), that V(x) cannot equal an even positive integer {2, 4, 6 .... }, 
follows easily from Lemma 5.2 by considering the signs of x(t) immediately 
to the left of a zero t = a, and to the right of t = a - 1. I 
LEMMA 5.3. I f  x" ~ X in ~, then for each k >t O, the derivatives 
Dkxn(t)--* Dkx(t) converge uniformly on compact intervals. 
Proof. Because x" ( t )~ x(t) uniformly on compact intervals, and x"(t) 
and x(t) are global solutions of (1.l), the results follow from standard 
differential .equation arguments. | 
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LEMMA 5.4. Let x" ~ x ~ 0 in ~, with V(x') >~ N. Then V(x) >~ N. 
Proof Without loss N>~ 3. Let a .  >/0 be the first non-negative zero of 
x ' ( t ) ;  necessarily a .< 1. Assume without loss a .  ~ a. Now x'(t) has at 
least N zeros in (a.  - 1, a . ] ;  it is enough to show x(t) has at least N zeros 
in (a - l ,  a] ,  for then N<<. V(x.a)<~ V(x). (Of course, we always count 
zeros with multiplicity.) 
By replacing x" with x" .a .  we may assume a .  = a = 0, and so x" (0 )= 
x(0) = 0. Let 
k = the order of the zero of x at t = 0; 
j = the number of zeros o fx  in ( - 1, 0). 
Note x has a zero of order k - 1 at t = - 1. We must show 
k+j>~N. 
Let t /=g(~,  ~) be the local inverse to (= - f (~ ,  q) near the origin as in 
the proof  of Lemma 5.1. Observe that 
Og(¢, ff)] < O, 
0~ I(o,o) 
e small enough that x(t)~O for O<l t l ,  I t+ l l~<e and as B > 0. Fix 
consider 
a .  = the number  of zeros of x" in ( - 1, - 1 + e); 
b.  = the number  of zeros of x" in [ - 1 + e, -e ] ;  
e. = the number  of zeros of x" in ( -e ,  0];  
d. = the number  of zeros of g(x'(t), Yc'(t))= x ' ( t -  1 ) in ( -e ,  0].  
(We assume e is small enough that (x '(t) ,  2"(0 ) stays in a neighborhood of 
the origin where 0g/0( < 0.) We now have the following inequalities: 
N<~ V(x ' )=a .+b.+e. ;  
b. <~j; 
a. + d.<<.k-1; 
c .~<d.+ 1. 
The first of these is the definition of V. The second inequality follows from 
the convergence of derivatives Dkx"~ Dkx as in Lemma 5.3; likewise for 
the third inequality when we observe a.  + d. is the number  of zeros of x" in 
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( - 1 - e, - 1 + e). Finally, the fourth is a generalized mean value theorem: 
at a simple zero of x ~, g(x ~, :~") ~ 0 has a sign opposite that k"; at a mul- 
tiple zero of x ~, g(x ~, Jc") has a zero of one less order. Keeping account of 
the zeros of x", their multiplicities, and the sign of x" between them, shows 
c,,<~d.+l. 
We therefore have 
k+j>~a.+b.+d.+ 1 
>~a.+b.+c.>~N, 
completing the proof. I 
By a sign change of x e ~u {0} we mean a zero 0" of odd multiplicity. If 
x has at least N sign changes in ( - 1, 0), then clearly V(x. ( - t)) >>. N for 
some 0< t< 1 (and so V(x. ( -1) )~>N).  The following lemma gives a 
partial converse. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let V(x)>>.N>~3. Then there exists 0<t<Z~v, where zN 
depends only on N, such that x.  ( - t )  has at least N distinct (that is, not 
counting multiplicity) sign changes in ( - 1, 0). That is, x has at least N sign 
changes in ( - t - 1, - t). 
Proof. First observe there exists a sign change for x in ( -2 ,  0]: for 
there do exist zeros in ( - 1, 0], as V(x)/> 3. If 0.0 is such a zero, either it is 
a sign change, or else it has even multiplicity in which case ao-  1 is a sign 
change, by Lemma 5.2. 
Let W(t) denote the number of sign changes (not counting multiplicity) 
in the interval (a -  1, a],  where a~> t is the first sign change in I-t, oo), and 
t~<-2  so that 0-~<0. We count a itself in the definition of W(t), and so 
W(t) i> 1. If a~ < a2 are consecutive sign changes, then by Lemma 5.2 x(t) 
has opposite signs immediately to the right of tr 1 - 1 and the left of 0-2 - 1. 
Thus (0.1- 1, a2 -  1) contains a sign change; this implies W(t) is non- 
increasing in t. Therefore, to prove the lemma it is enough to show that for 
each sign change 0 3 ~< -2  at which W(0-3)<N , there exists a sign change 
0., ~ (0.3- 3, 0.3) at which W(a , )> W(0-3). 
Let 0 3 ~< -2  be such a sign change. Then (0" 3 - -  1, 0"3] contains a multiple 
zero (since N<~ V(x. 0"3)), hence (0"3 -  2, 0"3] contains an even-order zero, 
say  0"4- Examining the signs of x(t) near 0" 4 - -1  and 0" 4 shows  (0" 4 - -1 ,  0"4) 
must contain a sign change; let 0., be the one closest o 0"4 in that interval. 
Also let 0"56 (0.4, 0"3] be the nearest sign change to the right of 0.4. See 
Fig. 3. 
We claim W(0",)> W(0"5). As W(0"5)>~ W(0"3) , this will complete the 
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FIG. 3. W(a,) = 3 > 1 = W(a3) in the proof of Lemma 5.5. 
proof. Let Y(I) denote the number of sign changes in an interval I and note 
the following: 
Y(o'4, 0"5] ---= 1, 
Y(a, ,  0"4] = 0, 
Y(0", - 1, 0"4 - 1 ] >/2, 
which follow from the definition of 0", and by examining the signs of x(t) 
near a ,  - 1 and a 4 - 1. Then 
W(as) = Y(a5 - 1, as] 
<. 1 + Y(0-4- 1, 0"4] 
= 1 + Y(0-, -- 1, a , ]  -- Y(a,  - 1, 0-4-- | ]  
<. -1+Y(0- , -1 ,0 - , ]  
= - 1 + W(0- , )  < w(~. )  
as required. | 
Proof of Proposition 4.1(i). If N= 1 then all zeros of x are simple, from 
the definition of V. Assume N>~3. Let W(t) denote the number  of sign 
changes, as in the above proof. As above, W(t) is non-increasing in t; con- 
sequently, from Lemma 5.5, we must have W(t) = N for all t. Now if x has 
a non-simple zero 0"o then it has a zero of even order (either 0"o or 0"o - 1). 
Suppose 0"o has even order, so is not a sign change. Then there must exist a 
sign change a l~(ao ,  0"o+1) otherwise W(0"o)= 1. But then a0~(O"  1 - -  1, 
a l ]  is a zero which is not a sign change, so W(0"O<V(x .a t )=N,  a 
contradiction. | 
6. LOCATION OF THE EIGENVALUES 
It is important o understand both the flow on ~ near the origin and the 
behavior of V near the origin. These ultimately depend on the eigenvalues 
of the linear equation 
.¢,(t) = -Ay( t )  - By( t -  1), (6.l) 
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namely, complex numbers 4 for which y( t )=e ~' (or eV'cos(vt) where 
4=i t+ iv )  solves (6.1). Much is known about these (see Bellman and 
Cooke I-1 ]) but we include the relevant facts here for completeness. In Sec- 
tion 7 we shall make precise the relation between the linear and non-linear 
equations, as pertains to the function V. Here we discuss only the linear 
equation, beginning with the following standard result. 
THEOREM 6.1. With the standing hypotheses B>0 and A+B>0 of  
(HI), the roots 4 = It + iv o f  the characteristic equation 4 + A + Be-a  = 0 
have the following properties: 
(1) all roots lie in the strips 
and 
Z+_k:2kTr< +__v<(2k+l)r t ,  k>~l; 
~'o: Iv{ <lr; 
(2) S+_ k contains exactly one root Itk +- ivk and it is simple; 
(3) S O contains two roots counting multiplicity: either complex con- 
jugate roots Ito -+/Vo, Vo > 0; or real roots 4oo ~> 4o; 
(4) the real parts o f  the roots are ordered, 
2o or Ito>it~ >it2 > ... ~ -oo;  
(5) both roots in So lie on the same side o f  the imaginary axis, or both 
are purely imaginary. 
Proof. Write the characteristic equation (4.1) in terms of real and 
imaginary parts It and v of 2: 
It = - A - Be - u cos v, (6.2) 
v = Be -u sin v. (6.3) 
Note that # + iv is an eigenvalue if and only if p-  iv is. If v > 0 then 
because B>0,  (6.3) implies sin v>0. Thus all roots 2 of (4.1) lie in some 
strip L'_+ k or L'o, proving (1). 
If It > 0 then (6.2) shows It < [A t + B. Now consider a particular strip: 
for each strip we obtain a lower bound on It, uniform for (A, B) in compact 
subsets of the half plane B > 0. This follows from the relation 
(#e ~ + Ae~) 2 + (ve") 2 = B 2 (6.4) 
obtained from (6.2) and (6.3). These bounds on # show that each strip con- 
tains finitely many roots, and the uniformity of the bounds as A and B vary 
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shows that the number of roots in a given strip is independent of (A, B). Of 
course, in each strip this finite set of roots varies continuously with (A, B). 
Now fix A = 0 and let B increase from 0 to oo. For 2 in a given strip X_+ k 
we have from (6.3) that p<0 for B near 0, and from (6.4) that #>0 for 
large B. The only value of B at which/~=0 for some solution of (6.2), (6.3) 
is B = zt/2 + 2kn, with v = + B; moreover these roots 2 = iv are simple. Thus 
as B increases through this value, a root crosses the imaginary axis in X_+ k, 
moving from the left-hand plane to the right-hand plane. As the value of B 
and root 2 = +iv are unique for each S_+k, and the number of roots in a 
strip is independent of (A, B), (2) follows. The proof of (3) is similar. 
To prove (4), first note that the inequality I~k>l~k+~ is true at A =0,  
B = n/2 + 2krc by the above remarks; also. the set of coefficients where this 
inequality is true is open. But this set is also closed in the region B > 0, 
A + B> 0: at a point in the closure we would have /~k >~/~k+ 1" Suppose 
#k = #k + 1" By (6.2) cos v k = cos Vk + 1, hence sin v, = sin Vk + I > 0. But (6.3) 
implies v~ = v~+l which is impossible. Thus/~k > Pk + 1, SO (4) is true for all 
(A, B). (In case k -- 0 and the roots in Z" o are real, this argument must be 
modified slightly.) 
Because 2 = 0 is never an eigenvalue, the set of (A, B) such that (5) holds 
is both open and closed in the region B>0,  A+B>0.  As (5) holds for 
some (A, B) (say (0, r~/2)), it holds for all (A, B). I 
Recall that any non-trivial solution of an initial value problem for (6.1) 
has an asymptotic expansion in eigenvalues as t ~ ~.  Thus for some e > 0 
y(t) = CeUtcos(vt + O) + O(e t~ ~)') (6.5) 
for some complex eigenvalue 2 = # + iv, or 
y(t) = Ce ~' + O(e tz- ~)') (6.6) 
for a real, simple eigenvalue 2 = 2o or 2oo, or else 
y(t) = (Ci t + C2) e ~°' + O(e ~°- ' ) ' )  (6.7) 
for the real eigenvalue 2 0 = 200 of multiplicity two. The fact that non-trivial 
solutions have non-trivial expansions, that is, C ~ 0 or (C1, C2) ~ (0, 0), is 
a general result of Henry [14]. 
Solutions y(t) defined and growing at most exponentially fast as t ~ - oo 
are in fact finite sums of eigensolutions. They possess similar asymptotic 
formulas for negative time. For such solutions the quantity V(y .  t) can be 
defined as for the non-linear system; V(y .  t) is non-increasing in t and 
possesses finite limits as t ---, _+ ~.  Indeed, if the above asymptotic form of 
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y(t) as t~oo is given by an eigenvalue 2eX+_k or 2eX0,  then 
V(y. t) ---, 2k + 1 as t ---, ~ holds. The corresponding result for t --, - oo 
also holds. These follow from the spacing n/v ~ ((2k + 1) -1, (2k) -~) of the 
zeros of cos(vt+O). In considering V(y. t) for solutions y(t) of (6.1), we 
shall limit ourselves to this class of solutions, that is, solutions with at most 
exponential growth at -~ .  
Taking into account the ordering of real and imaginary parts of the 
eigenvalues as described in Theorem 6.1, we now easily obtain the follow- 
ing result. We omit the elementary proof. 
COROLLARY 6.2. I f  a non-trivial solution y(t) of (6.1), with at most 
exponential growth at - ~ ,  is bounded as t ~ ~,  then V(y- t) >~ N* for all t. 
I f  bounded as t ~ -oo,  then V(y. t) <~N* for all t. 
The next result holds as Im 2 # 0 for all eigenvalues when N* = 1, hence 
the corresponding eigensolutions oscillate. 
COROLLARY 6.3. Suppose N* = 1, that is, Po = 0 while I~k < 0 for k >1 1. 
I f  y(t) is a solution of (6.1)for t >1 O, and satisfies y(t) >1 0 there, then y(t) is 
identically zero. 
7. BEHAVIOR OF V NEAR THE ORIGIN 
Corollary6.2 suggests that solutions xe~-{0} of the non-linear 
equation (1.1) which stay near 0 as t--* -oo  should satisfy V(x. t)<~N*, 
and solutions staying near 0 as t ~ ~ should satisfy V(x. t) >t N*. This is 
indeed the case as Theorem 7.1 shows. Theorem 7.4 shows that exponen- 
tially decaying solutions in fact possess the same asymptotic formulas as 
solutions of the linearized system. 
While these results are in some sense standard fare, we point out a 
technical issue, peculiar to infinite dimensional problems, which arises here. 
Namely, as the sequence of eigenvalues satisfies Re 2k ~ - -~,  there arises 
the possibility that a solution might decay for positive time at a rate faster 
than exponential: 
lim eCtx(t) = 0 for all c e R. 
I ---~ oo  
The behavior of such a solution would not be governed by any of the 
eigenfunctions. We note in Corollary 7.5 that such pathological behavior is 
impossible, at least for solutions on the attractor ~. 
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THEOREM 7.1. There exists a neighborhood U ~_ ~ of the origin such that 
for non-trivial solutions 
x . t60  forall t>~O=~V(x.t)>~N* forall teR,  
x . t~O forall t<O==V(x.t)<~N* forall teR.  
If the origin is hyperbolic then any solution staying near the origin for all 
negative (positive) time lies on the unstable (stable) manifold, and 
approaches the origin exponentially. Define the global unstable and stable 
sets 
WS= {xe ~ lx - t~0ast -~ ~} 
W u= {xe ~ lx - t  ~0 as t~ -~} 
in ~. Then, as N* is even, we immediately have the following result. 
COROLLARY 7.2. I f  the origin is hyperbolic then 
x~Ws-{O}~V(x . t )>N * forall t~R, 
x~W"-{O}=~V(x . t )<N*  forall t~R. 
In particular W ~ n IV" = {0}, so there is no orbit homoclinic to the origin. 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. We caution the reader that the proofs of the two 
implications are not entirely symmetric. The proof of the first is more dif- 
ficult, as it is here the technical issues due to the infinite dimensionality 
arise. Lemma 7.3 will be needed to deal with these. 
We begin by proving the second implication. If not true, then there exists 
a sequence x"~-{0} such that sup~ oo.ol Ix"(t)[ ~0  as n ~  but 
V(x". t,)> N* for some t,. By replacing x"(t) with an appropriate time 
translate x"(t + z,) we may assume without loss that V(x". t)> N* for all 
t ~< 0. We may further assume, by making another translate if necessary, 
that I x"(t)l ~< 2 II xg II for all t ~< 0. (Recall that II x, II = supt,- 1. t] I x(s)l is 
given by the norm in C[ -1 ,  0].) Set 
x"(t) 
y"( t ) = II xg II " 
Then 
p"(t) = -f*(y"(t),  y"(t -- 1 ), II xg I[ ), 
where f *  is a scaled version off." 
~p-lf(p~,pn ) if p~O, 
f*(~' q' P) = (A~ + Bq if p = 0. 
(7.1) 
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The bound I y"(t)l ~< 2 on ( -  ~ ,  0] implies that y"(t) is equicontinuous on 
this interval, so we may take limits of a subsequence y"(t)---,y(t) to get a 
solution of the linear equation (6.1) which also is bounded for t ~< 0. Clearly 
II yo 11 = II yg  II = 1 so this solut ion is non-trivial.  As the limits 
Dky"(t) ~ Dky(t) of derivatives hold uniformly on compact sets, arguing as 
in Lemma 5.4 shows the upper semicontinuity of V, and hence 
V(y. t) >>. lim sup V(x". t) > N* for t ~< 0. (7.2) 
n~oc)  
However, (7.2) and the boundedness of y(t) for negative time contradict 
Corollary 6.2. 
Now consider the first implication in the statement of the theorem. 
Assuming it fails, we proceed much as before and obtain yn(t) satisfying 
(7.1), but with the bound 
I Yn(t)[ ~< 2 on 
Also, we have the opposite inequality 
V(x". t) < N* 
[--1, oo). (7.3) 
for t~>0. (7.4) 
Unfortunately, the bound (7.3) implies equicontinuity only on [0, ~),  so 
the limiting funciton y(t) is continuous on [0, ~)  and satisfies the linear 
equation (6.1) on [1, ~).  Furthermore, it is not immediately clear that y(t) 
is a nontrivial solution: despite the fact that I[ Yg II = 1, the limit yg ~ ~0 # 0 
in C[ - 1, 0] need not exist. Indeed, the possibility of a zero limit yg ---, 0 in 
the weak* topology remains, and together with y" (0 )~0 would imply 
y(t) = 0 on [0, ~ ). 
Lemma 7.3, stated below and proved in Section 10, shows that the 
limiting function y(t) is non-trivial. It follows from this, from the bounded- 
ness of y(t), and from Corollary 6.2 that V(y. t)>>.N* for large t. As in 
Lemma 5.5, we see that y has at least N* sign changes on (t - 1, t) for some 
t > 0; the same holds true for y" and x", for large n, hence V(x". t)>>. N*. 
This contradicts (7.4). II 
The main point of the following result is that the limit y(t) is not iden- 
tically zero. The existence of a limit y"(t) --, y(t), and the fact that y(t) is a 
solution, is standard. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let x"e~-{0} satisfy x"~0,  and suppose for some 
integer N that V(x".t)<~N for all t>-N-3  and all n. Let y"(t)= 
x"( t )/l[ xg [I. Then for some subsequence the limit y"( t ) -~ y( t ) exists uniformly 
on compact subsets of [0, ~) ,  and y(t) satisfies (6.1) on [-1, oo). Further- 
more y(t) is a non-trivial solution of (6.1). 
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Proof See Section 10. I 
The assumption V(x". t) <~ N in Lemma 7.3 will be redundant once part 
(iii) of Theorem A is proved. Note, however, that the proof of 
Theorem A(iii) requires the use of Theorem 7.1 and hence of Lemma 7.3. 
Proof of Theorem A(iii). Part (ii) of Theorem A and Lemma 5.4 show 
V is bounded on ~ except possibly near the origin. That is, if x n E ~-  {0} 
and V(x") ~ oo then x" ~ 0. Suppose such a sequence xists. For large n, 
V(x") > N*, so by Theorem 7.1 x"- t leaves O at some negative time: there 
exists t, > 0 so that x"- ( - tn) ~ 0U. Let y" = x". ( -- t,) and assume without 
loss y" ~ y ~ 0U. Then by Lemma 5.4, since V(y") >1 V(x"), we have 
V(y) >~ lim sup V(y") >1 lira sup V(x") = co, 
n~of )  n~oo 
contradicting part (ii) of Theorem A. This completes the proof that V is 
bounded. | 
The next two results establish the asymptotic form of solutions in 
which approach the origin. In particular, the phenomenon of 
superexponential decay mentioned above is shown not to occur in ~. 
THEOREM 7.4. Suppose for some x ~ ~- -  { 0 } we have x .  t --* 0 as t ~ oo, 
and that in addition the convergence is exponential: e¢ 'x ( t )~0 for some 
c > O. Then x(t) satisfies one of the asymptotic formulas (6.5), (6.6), or (6.7) 
for some eigenvalue 2 with Re 2 < O, e > O, 0 E R, and coefficients C # 0 or 
(C1, C2) # (0, 0). The corresponding result, for t ~ - 0% also holds. 
Proof. First observe there exist Ks, /(6 > 0 such that 
I tx,. l l l  
K 5 <~ <~ K 6 
II x, II 
for all x~-{0} and teR .  The lower bound follows directly from 
Lemma 7.3, while the upper bound is easily proved using Gronwall's 
Inequality. From this it follows that any solution y(t) obtained in 
Lemma 7.3 is actually defined for all t e R, and has at most exponential 
growth for negative time. That is, for some subsequence the limit 
yn( t )~y( t )  exists uniformly on compact subsets of ( -oo ,  oo), and 
eaty(t) ~ 0 as t ~ - 0% for some a ~ R. To see this, simply note that for any 
integer M/> 0, 
x"(t-- M) = x" M(t) II x"_m II 
y"( t -  M)= 
Ilxgll I I x~ l l  IIx~ll ' 
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where {I x~-M I{/ll xg II <~ K~ -M is bounded. Therefore, applying Lemma 7.3 to 
x"_M shows y" ( t -M)  approaches a limit uniformly on compact subsets of 
t ~> 0, for some subsequence. Exponential growth follows from 
II Y-MH = lim [I Y"-MII ~<K~ -M 
n~oo 
Now with x(t)  as in the statement of the theorem (with x. t ~0  as 
t---,~), let t , - - ,~  be any sequence and set xn( t )=x( t+t , ) .  Let 
x"(t ) / l [xg[ l~y(t )  for some subsequence, as in Lemma7.3, and let 
V(x.  t )~ N as t---, oo. Then arguing as in Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 shows 
V(y . t )=N for all t eR ;  this is because for any t, V (x" . t )= 
V(x.  (t + t,)) = N for large enough n. Therefore y(t), which is a finite linear 
combination of eigenfunctions, has an asymptotic form at both +_ oo given 
by the same pair of eigenvalues 2k, £k, where N = 2k + 1. Thus 
y(t) = Ce u*' COS(Vkt + 0) 
for some C # 0 and 0 e R. (If N = 1, k = 0, then real eigenvalues 20,200 are 
possible and our proof must be modified slightly. For simplicity we assume 
2k ¢ R.) We see, therefore, that 
xt" = yg ~ yoe (e~ k, e~k), 
I[ x,. II 
where ea e C[ -  1, 0] is given by ea(0) = e a°, and ( ) denotes the span. As 
the sequence t, is arbitrary, we have in fact 
X l 
• (ea,, ~a,) as t~oo ,  (7.5) LIx,LI 
that is, the unit vector xt/l[ x, [1 approaches the two-dimensional eigenspace 
spanned by eak and e~k- 
Now consider the canonical eigenprojections Pa onto (e~), for 2 = 2k 
and )~k, where 
qg(0) e-X(0+ 1) -1 
for ~o e C[ -1 ,  0]. See Hale [12]. We have 
x t = ¢(t) eak + ~(t) e~k + z,, (7.6) 
where Pak(xt)= ~(t)eak , and zt belongs to the kernel of P~ and P~,. (In 
general z, e C[ - 1, 0] is not of the form z,(O) = z(t + 0).) In view of (7.5), 
I[z,[[ =o([Ix, H) hence [Ix,[I =O([~(t) l) .  
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The coefficient ~(t) satisfies the differential equation 
~(t) = ~,k~(t) + h(x(t), x(t - 1)) 
= ;~ ~(t) + o(11 x, II 2) 
= [-).k + O(I ~(t)l )3 ~(t), 
where f(~, r/) = A~ + Bq - h(~, q) defines the function h. As II xtll, hence 
I ~(t)l, is integrable for t ~ ~,  we have for some C ¢ 0 
(7.7) 
= Ce~k'+ O(e~,,-,),), 
where in fact e = -/~k > 0. 
It follows from the decomposition (7.6) and asymptotic expression (7.7) 
that the theorem will be proved once we show that 
l[ z, II = O(e tuk-`)t) for some (possibly different) e ~> 0. 
Proving this is simply a matter of using the variation of constants formula 
for z, to obtain standard estimates. The relevant formulas are 
f2 z~-=T (t) z°+ [T - ( t - s )  Xo]h(x (s ) ,x (s -1 ) )ds ,  
fi z) = [ r+(t -s )X~-]h(x(s) ,x(s -1) )ds ,  
where z, = z 2 + z, + is the canonical decomposition corresponding to eigen- 
values with Re 2 </~k and Re 2 >#k, where T+-(t) are the semigroups of 
the linear equation (6.1) restricted to the corresponding eigenspaces, and 
where Xo is the function 
{01 -1~<0<0 
X°(O) = 0 =0. 
The estimates used are 
II T-(t)ll, I lT - ( t )Xo II <<.Ke ~"~-~' for t>~0, 
II T+(t)X~ II <<. Kewk+`)' for t~<O, 
for some K 4= 0 and e > 0, and 
h(x(t), x ( t -  1))= o(11 x, II 2) = O(eZ~k'). 
Again, see Hale [12]. | 
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The following corollary follows immediately from the above result. 
COROLLARY 7.5. Suppose x6  ~t_ {0} satisfies x . t  ~O as t--* oo. Then 
there exists c ~ R such that e~tx(t) is unbounded as t ~ ~.  The corresponding 
result, for t ~ - oo, also holds. 
8. THE MORSE DECOMPOSITION 
Theorem B can be proved with some additional facts about V. In the 
first three results below, only the proof for to(x) will be given, the proof for 
~(x) being similar. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let xe~- -{0}  and l im,_~ V(x . t )=N.  Then V(y )=N 
for each ye~o(x) -{0}.  The corresponding result for ~(x) holds with 
t-'~ --o0. 
Proof Let x . t , -~y¢O,  where t,-~ ~.  Then V(y)>~N by Lemma 5.4. 
If V(y)>N then by Lemma 5.5 y.  ( - t )  has at least N+2 sign changes in 
( -1 ,  0), for some t>0,  hence so does x. ( t , - t )  for large n. Therefore 
V(x . ( t , - t -1 ) )>~N+2,  a contradiction. |
LEMMA8.2. I f  Xe~- -{0}  and l im,~V(x . t )#N* ,  then either 
to(x) = {0} or else Orto(x). The corresponding result for ~t(x) also holds. 
Proof Suppose 0eto(x) but to(x):~{0}. Let UI~_V be a 
neighborhood of 0 satisfying both U1 - U and ~(x) ~t G~, where U is as in 
Theorem 7.1. Then the orbit through x enters and leaves O1 infinitely often 
as t ~ ~;  in fact, as 0 ~ to(x), there exist t, ~ oo with x. tn -+ 0, and there 
are disjoint intervals ( t , -  tr,, t, + z,) where 
o-~, z~ > O, 
t n - ~r n --. oo ,  
x . teU~ if te ( t . -a . ,  t .+z . ) ,  
and 
x . ( t . -~r . ) ,  x . ( t .  + ~.)eOU~. 
Necessarily an, z, ~ ~,  we may also assume 
x . ( t~-a . )~ yeOUl ,  
x . ( t .  + T.)--, zeOU~. 
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See Fig. 4. Clearly y.  t s 0~ for all t >/0, and z. t ~ 01 for all t ~< 0. From 
Theorem 7.1 it follows that V(y)>~N*>~ V(z). On the other hand, as 
y, z ~ co(x), we have from Lemma 8.1 that V(y) = V(z) = lim,_4 ~ V(x. t) # 
N*, a contradiction. | 
PROPOSITION 8.3. Let l im,~ V(x . t )=N.  Then either co(x)= {0} or 
else co(x)~_ SN. The corresponding result with t ~ -oo also holds. 
Proof Assume N#N*,  as co(x)~_Su follows easily from Lemma 8.1 
when N=N*.  Now suppose co(x)¢{0}; then O¢co(x) by LemmaS.2. 
Further, if yeco(x) then u(y)u~o(y)~co(x) and so O¢u(y)uco(y). 
Finally, as y.  t e co(x) for any t we have V(y. t)= N by Lemma 8.1. Thus 
~o(x)_ Su. I 
LEMMA 8.4. There exists a neighborhood O~E~ ~ such that Sun  E= 
for each odd N # N*. 
Proof If not, there exist xn6 SN with x"--, 0, for some N:~ N*, where 
the boundedness of V lets us choose N independent of n. Thus V(x ~. t)= N 
for all t ~ R, and 0 ~ a(x ~) w co(x"). Assume for definiteness that N> N*. If 
re(x") ~_ 0 for some n, then each y ~ w(x n) satisfies y. t ~ w(x ~) ~_ 0 for all 
t~<0 and V(y)=N,  by Lemma8.1; this contradicts Theorem7.1. Thus 
co(x -) at O for each n, so there exists a, > 0 such that for large n 
x" . t~U if t ~ [0, a,), 
x ~ • a n E OU.  
As in Lemma 8.2, x". a, ~ y ~ OU where V(y) ~ N* because y .  t E U for all 
t~<0. However, using Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 as in the proof of Lemma 8.1 
shows V(y)=N> N*. I I 
Proof of Theorem B. First note the sets {SN} are disjoint and invariant. 
For each x e 7 j there exist N~> K such that a (x )_  SN and co(x)_ S t ;  this 
follows from Proposition 8.3, Theorem 7.1, and from the definition of the 
U I 
~ x l  (tn -o" n ) 
( tn+r  n ) 
F]o. 4. The proof of Lemma 8.2. 
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Morse Sets. Also, if N= K then x e SN: this is by Theorem 7.1 when ~(x) or 
~o(x) = {0}, and by Lemma 8.1 when ~(x) or ~(x) ¢ {0}. 
It remains to show that for each odd N the set SN is closed. Let x 'e  Su 
with x"~ y e ~. If y # 0 (which must be the case if N # N*, by Lemma 8.4) 
then using Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 as in the proof of Lemma 8.1 shows that 
V(y) = N. In fact, V(y. t) = N for all t e R follows from considering instead 
the limit x". t ~ y . t .  Further, if N # N*, then Lemma 8.4 implies that 
y .  t e ~-  E as ~u_ E is a closed set. Therefore ~(y) w oJ(y) ~_ ~-  E, and as 
OeE it follows that O¢~(y)wog(y). Thus yeSN, so SN is closed. | 
We now complete the proof of Proposition 4.1, then proceed to prove 
Theorem C. 
Proof of Proposition 4.1 (ii). If not true, there exists a sequence x"e  $1 
such that x"(t)~0 (say > 0) on the interval I -n ,  n]. Without loss x"~ x 
where x e $1 because $1 is closed. Note that x(t)>>.0 and ~(t)~<0 for all 
teR. 
Suppose first that x is not the zero solution. Then x( t )~ 4>0 as 
t - - * -~,  for some 4; but then ~( t )~- f (~,  4 )<0 from the differential 
equaton (1.1). This is a contradiction. 
Thus x(t) =_ O, that is, x" ~ 0 in ~. As x = 0 e S~, we have N* = 1. Now 
let y(t) be as in Lemma 7.3. Then y(t) is a non-trivial non-negative solution 
of the linear equation for t--* oo. But the existence of such a solution 
contradicts Corollary 6.3, and completes the proof. ] 
Theorem C deals with solutions of arbitrary initial value problems rather 
than with global solutions in the attractor ~. In proving this theorem we 
must carefully distinguish between the phase space C[ -1 ,  0] of the 
sere|flow T(t) associated with solutions of initial value problems, and the 
flow on ~u_~ C( -~,  ~)  with its Morse Decomposition. Recall the dis- 
cussion of this in Sections 2 and 3, and in particular the different notations 
x, e C[ - 1, 0], xt(O ) = x(t + 0), 0 ~ [ - 1, 0], 
and 
x.tEC(--oo, oo), (x.t)(O)=x(t+O), 0~(--oo, oo) 
for solutions in these spaces. 
The projection C( -~,  ov) ~ C[ -1 ,  0] obtained by restricting the 
domain of a function plays a natural role here. In particular, we denote the 
images of ~u ~ C( - ~ ,  ~ ) and the Morse Sets SN -~ ~ under this projec- 
tion by SN ~ _ ~_--_ C[--1,  0]. Certainly SN and ~P are compact invariant 
sets for the sere|flow T(t). Also, by Proposition 3.1, ~ attracts olutions of 
initial value problems: T(t)q~ ~ ~ as t~ ~.  Below, using the Morse 
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Decomposition {SN} of ~u, we shall refine this to show each solution 
T(t) tp approaches some SN -- ~. From this Theorem C will follow. 
Note that hyperbolicity of the origin is not required for Lemmas 8.5 and 
8.6 below. Indeed, this assumption is used only once in the proof of 
Theorem C. 
LEMMA 8.5. aN (-3 ~"~K = ~ /f N ~ K, 
Proof Suppose there exists q~eSN~SK. Then there exist bounded 
global solutions x 1 e S u and x 2 e SK which both project to q~: 
Xo = Xo = ,p. 
From uniqueness of solutions of initial value problems it follows that 
x~=xZ,=T(t)q~ ift>~0 
and so xl(t) = x2(t) if t ~> - 1. But from the definition of V, and of the sets 
SN and SK, we have (unless either x 1 or x 2 is the zero solution) 
N=V(x l . t )=V(x2 . t )=K if t>~0. 
If either x 1 or x 2 is the zero solution, then so is the other, hence 
N = K= N*. In any case N = K, which proves the result. | 
LEMMA 8.6. Let q~eC[ -1 ,  O], and let x(t), t~>O, be the solution of 
the initial value problem Xo= qg. Then there exists an integer 
Me {N*, 1, 3, 5 .... } such that 
x,=T(t)q,- - ,gM as t~.  
Proof Let co_C[ - l ,  0] be the omega-limit set of the orbit 
x, = T(t)tp; because this orbit is precompact (by hypothesis (H2)), co is 
non-empty, compact and invariant; moreover x,--* co as t---, oo. We shall 
show co_ SM for some M. 
First we show co n SN ¢ ~ for at least one integer N. Choose any qJ e tn; 
then there exists a bounded global solution y(t) with Yo = ~b and y, e co for 
each t e R. Now y e ~, so either y belongs to some Morse Set SN, or else it 
is a connecting orbit between two Morse Sets SN and SK. In the former 
case yeSN,  and so Yo=~beconSu¢~.  In the latter case y ,~ SN as 
t --. - oo and y, --. Sr  as t --* oo for some N > K. Because co is closed and 
y, e co, we conclude that both co n SN and co n SK are non-empty. 
We may now set 
M= min{Nlco c~ SN¢ ~}.  
505/72,'2-8 
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We shall show 09 __ SM for this integer M. Suppose that 09 is not a subset of 
SM. Then there exist open sets G, H~_ C[ -1 ,  0] satisfying 
SM--- G, 
09 ~:G, 
S~v c~ (~ = ~ if NCM, (8.1) 
U Su ~ H, (8.2) 
N<M 
and 
Such sets exist by Lemma 8.5; see Fig. 5. It follows that there exist t. ~ 
and z. > t. such that 
Xtn ~ SM~ 
x,~G if t~[t.,%), 
x~ eOG, 
and 
xt ¢ H for all large t. 






F]G. 5. The proof of Lemma 8.6. 
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for some 7. Therefore, there exists a global bounded solution z(t), the limit 
of x( t + T,), satisfying 
20---- 7 
z t6d  for all t ~<0, and (8.3) 
z, ¢ H for all t ~ R. (8.4) 
Because z. t must approach some Morse Set as t ~ -~,  and from (8.1) 
and (8.3), it follows that z,--~SM as t~- -~.  And because z¢Sg (as 
z0 ~ t3G and SM-  G), z. t must connect wo different Morse Sets. That is, 
z • t ~ SN as t ~ ~ for some N < M. But then from (8.2) zt e H for large t; 
this contradicts (8.4), and completes the proof. | 
Proof of Theorem C. Consider the map 
~b~C[ -1 ,0 ]  ~ (~b(0), -ft~k(0), ~b(-1)) )~R z. (8.5) 
Let y e S N where N ~ N*; then the image of y t e aN C7" C[  - 1, 0] under this 
map is the point 
(y(t), --f(y(t), y ( t -  1))) = (y(t), .9(0) E R 2. 
By Proposition 4.1(i) and the fact that y # 0, all zeros of y are simple, so in 
fact (y(t), p( t ) )6R 2 -  {0}. Therefore the image of the compact set ;~N 
under the map (8.5) is a compact subset SN of R 2 - {0}. In particular, ~N 
is bounded away from the origin so we have l al + lb l />2C for each 
(a, b)~ SN, for some C. 
Now if x(t) is the solution to an initial value problem Xo = q), by 
Lemma 8.6 we have xt ~ SM as t ~ 0% for some M. If M = N* then, as the 
origin is hyperbolic, x ,~ SM = {0} and we have conclusion (1). On the 
other hand, if M#N*,  then for large t the image (x(t), Yc(t)) of x, under 
(8.5) is near SM, and so satisfies [x(t)l + Ix(t)l >~C; thus (2) holds. 
If (2) holds the statements about II x, II, the simplicity of zeros, and the 
lower bound for the separation of zeros are easily proved once we observe 
(from the differential equation and boundedness of x(t)) that the second 
derivative 5? is bounded for large t. All that remains then is to prove (a) or 
(b), assuming (2), and to show (2b) is impossible if (4.3) holds. 
With (2) holding, suppose (b) does not hold, so x(t) has an infinite 
sequence {tn} of zeros. Now as x ( t , )=0,  ~( t , )~0,  from hypothesis (HI)  
we have x( t , -1 )~0;  indeed, x( t , -1 )  ~(t , )< 0. Moreover the signs of 
~(tn) alternate, hence so do those of X( t  n - -  1). All of this implies, as in the 
general discussion of the Lyapunov Function V at the beginning of 
Section 5, that the number N~ of zeros of x in ( t , -1 ,  t , ]  is odd and 
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non-increasing in n, and hence eventually stabilizes: N, = N for all large n, 
where N is odd. But this immediately implies (a). 
Last, suppose (2b) and (4.3) hold. Without loss x(t) > 0 for large t, with 
x(t)--* ~ >0 as t ~ ~.  But from the differential equation (1.1), and (4.3), 
Mr) ~ - f (~ ,  ~) < 0 as t ~ oo, which is a contradiction. | 
Remark. With some further effort one can show that the integer M of 
Proposition 8.6 (which describes the invariant set SM the solution x, 
approaches) and the integer N of Theorem C (describing the asymptotic 
spacing of zeros) are the same when x(t) does not tend to zero. This in turn 
implies that any solution in the omega-limit set of a solution x(t) satisfying 
(2a) of Theorem C must in fact be in the Morse Set SN. 
9. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
Fix an odd integer N and consider the set 
I1N = {X • ~gl x(t) is T-- periodic for some T, with x(t) = 0 
at exactly two points on l-0, T), and V(x. t )= N for ali t ~ R} 
of those periodic solutions as in Theorem D. Define the related set 
/Tn = {q~ • Co[ - 1, 0]1 Xo = q~ for some x • I1N 
with x(0) = 0 and :t(0) > 0}, 
where Co[ -  1, 0] = {q~ • C[ -  1,031 q~(0) = 0). The fact that all zeros of 
x •//~v are simple, and that x(t) repeats after two zeros, implies that each 
orbit x- t in I I  N corresponds to exactly one element q~ of/1N" Furthermore, 
T is the least period of x(t) and satisfies 2/N<T<2/ (N-1) .  If also 
N# N* then it is the case that / l s  is a compact subset of Co[ -1 ,  0] - {0}. 
Fix ~0 • / I~ ,  consider ~b • Col- - 1, 0] nearby, and let y(t) solve the initial 
value problem yo = $ for Eq. (1.1). Then near t= T the solution y(t) has a 
unique zero tr = tr(~k), its second positive zero; in addition, tr($) depends 
continuously on ~, and ) (a ($) )>0.  Define 
F(~k) = y,,~,) 
as in Fig. 6; then F: t2 ~ Co[ -1 ,  0] is a continuous map on some 
neighborhood (2___ Co[ - 1, 0] of/1N" Also 
F(q,) = q, # q, E/~N, 




FIG. 6. F(~b)=y~,z~, wherey0= ~. 
when N< N*, and to this end we shall prove the fixed-point index of F 
satisfies 
ind(F, f2) = 1 when N< N*. (9.1) 
Note that when N ~> 3 the map F is not compact. However, some power of 
it is compact (F ~s+11/2 to be precise) and this is enough for the index to be 
defined and satisfy the usual properties; see Nussbaum [28]. 
Now let fP be a homotopy as in Theorem D; in particular assume 
N < N* throughout the homotopy as described there. Letting //~v and F p 
denote the fixed-point set and Poincar6 map corresponding to fP, we see 
the set 
/~[/V 0"I] = {((p, p)~ Co[ -1 ,  O] x [0, i11 ¢p ~/7~} 
is compact in (Co[ -1 ,  0] - {0}) x [0,1]. (Proving this when N=I  
involves, among other things, bounding periods above, as in 
Proposition 4.1(ii). Appropriate xtensions of this and Lemma 7.3 to cover 
homotopies are needed.) It is also the case that FP(~b) is jointly continuous 
in (~k, p) ~ O t°" 11 _ Co[ - 1, 0] x [0, 1 ], for some neighborhood Ot°" 11 of 
/~ENO. 11. Thus homotopy invariance implies that ind(F p, f2 p) is independent 
of p (here OP={~Co[ -1 ,  O]l(qJ, p)~t2E°'13}), so it is enough to 
establish (9.1) at p = 0, that is, for those equations of Proposition 2.1. In 
fact, as the equations of Proposition 2.1 can all be homotoped one to 
another, it is enough to prove (9.1) for only one equation of this form. 
We shall select an equation for which/1N is known to consist of exactly 
one point; the equation 
Yc(t) = -g(x(t  - 1 )) (9.2) 
has this feature when g satisfies certain conditions given below. But before 
giving these conditions and fixing g, we shall relate the index of a non- 
degenerate~periodic rbit to its characteristic multipliers. This requires a bit 
of care as the map F is not in general differentiable. 
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Fix x ~ Hu, with Xo = q~ e/TN" Represent a point ~k near tp in Co[ - 1, 0] 
as  
~' = q~ q- e7, 7~ Co[ -  1, 0], I1~11 =1 
and the solution y(t) through ~k as y( t )= x( t )+ ez(t). Then 
2(t) = -g ' (x ( t  - 1)) z(t - 1) - r(t, z(t - 1 ), e), 
2 0 = ~, 
where the remainder term 
r(t, ~, ~)=~ l [g (x ( t -  1) + e ( ) -g (x ( t -  1 ) ) -  eg ' (x ( t -  1)) (] 
satisfies r(t, (, O) = O. A t  e --  0 the linear variational equation 
ft(t) = -g ' (x ( t -  1)) u( t -  l), 
Uo=~ / 
(9.3) 
is obtained, and setting 
LT=u T 
defines a bounded linear operator L. Indeed, in this definition it is not 
necessary that 7(0) = 0, and so L is an operator on C[ - 1, 0]. Recall here 
the trivial eigenvalue 1E spec(L) with L0 = 0. 
We define another operator, Lo, on Co l -1 ,  0], by setting 
L [u(T)'~ = u , -  
Relative to the decomposition C[ -  1, 0] = Co[ -  I, 0] @ (~b) the operator 
L is upper triangular 
,=(? 
and so the spectra of L and Lo (counting multiplicities) are related by 
spec(L) = spec(Lo) u { 1 }. 
The following lemma shows that, at least formally, Lo is the derivative 
DF(q)) of the Poincar6 map at the fixed point. 
LEMMA 9.1. a(~k ) is Frechet differentiable at ~k = qg, with 
u( T) 
Da(q~) 7 = (o(0)' 
where u(t) is the solution of (9.3). 
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Proof Given 6 > 0 we show there exists eo = Co(6)> 0 such that for any 
positive e < to and ~ ~ Co[ - 1, 0], I[ ~ [[ = 1, we have 
u(T) . 
-T-y(T-ez±)>O, '  where z+ =--~___6, (9.4) 
for the solution of (1.1) with Yo = ¢P + eT. This will prove the lemma, as it 
implies a(~o + eT) lies between the quantities a(~o)- ez+. To prove (9.4) we 
write y = x + ez as above and make use of the fact that z(t) = u(t) + O(e) 
uniformly in 7, for small e. Then 
T y (T -ez+ )= T -x (T -~z+ )T -ez(T -~z+ ) 
= +_ ez +_ £¢(T) -T- eu(T) + O(e 2) 
= ~(0)+ O(~2) >0. I 
Although the return time ~(¢) is differentiable, the fact that a (¢)< 1 
when N~> 3 implies that F is not in general differentiable: time translation 
in C[ -1 ,0 ]  is not smooth. Nevertheless, in a sufficiently small 
neighborhood of a non-degenerate fixed point of F, the index ind(F, ~)  can 
be calculated from the linear map L o in the usual fashion, as the following 
result guarantees. 
LEMMA 9.2. Assume 1 ~ spec(L) has simple multiplicity. Define the affine 
map 
~( ~J ) = q~ + Lo( q, -- ~o )
on Co[ - 1, 0], and the homotopy 
F~(¢)  = ~F(q~) + (1 - ~) ~(q~). 
Then for a sufficiently small neighborhood f2 ~_ Co[ -1 ,  0] of ~o, the only 
fixed point of F= in f2 is ¢p, for any • ~ [0, 1 ]. 
Proof We have, with ¢ = ¢p + e? and ? ~ Co[  - 1, 0 ] ,  LI 7 II = 1, 
F(~O) = x~(~,) +ez~(q,), 
(o, 
(recall T= ~(~o)), and so 
. ,  ,/u(~(~o))~ 
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Assume the lemma is false. Then there exist sequences e.--. 0, e. 4: 0, 
y. e Co[ - 1, 0], II Y. PI = 1, and ~. e [0, 1 ] such that F..(~b.) = ~,., where 
¢ .=~o+e.7 . .  Without loss, ~. ~0t for some a. We also note that the 
functions y. are equicontinuous, so without loss 7 .~7 for some 
~ Co l - l ,  0] with II7 II = 1. The equicontinuity follows easily from the 
relation 
- -1  ~r/ 
= + O~n,.o(qj.) 
,(un(ff(~O))~ 
+ ( i -  u : ,o , -  (l - ) q5, (9.5) 
which implies that whenever the sequence {~,,} is equicontinuous on an 
interval [ -a ,  0] ~ [ -  1, 0], then it is equicontinuous on [ -b ,  0] if b ~< 1 
satisfies b < a + a(q~). Now using Lemma 9.1 to take the limit in (9.5) gives 
= \ ,~(0)) / '~ + u~(~,-  (1 - ~;~W--~-6T-) '~ = Los. 
However, the simplicity of 1 ~ spec(L) implies 1 ¢ spec(Lo), so the above 
formula is impossible. | 
LEMMA 9.3. I f  1 6spec(L) has simple multiplicity then ind(F, g2)= 
( -  1)g, where I2 is a sufficiently small neighborhood of ~o and M is the 
multiplicity of spec(L)n (1, ~).  
Proof This follows from Lemma 9.2 and homotopy invariance of the 
index, and the fact that ind(q~,/2) = ( - 1 )M for the affine map q~. | 
If g satisfies certain monotonicity and convexity conditions, then for 
Eq. (9.2) it is known that/ /1 is either empty or consists of a single orbit. 
THEOREM 9.4. (Nussbaum [31]) Let g : R ~ R be an odd funciton satis- 
fying 
g'(q) >0 forallq, 
g"(q) <~ 0 for all q > O. 
Assume also that g(q)/q is strictly decreasing for q > O, and that 
g(~) 
0 as rl ~ ~.  (9.6) 
q 
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Then H 1 -= ~ if g'(O) <~ ~/2. l f  g'(O) > zt/2 then HI consists of a single orbit 
x(t), which is the unique solution of the Hamiltonian ODE 
5: = -g (y )  (9.7) 
p=g(x)  
of least period T = 4. 
In [31] the condition (9.6) is not assumed and it is shown that H~ con- 
sists of at most one orbit when g' (0)> 7r/2. However, if both (9.6) and 
g'(0) > rt/2 hold, then an elementary analysis of the Hamiltonian system 
shows that T< 4 for solutions near the origin and T> 4 for solutions near 
infinity. Thus T= 4 for some solution, so H~ ¢ ~.  Note that y(t) = x(t - 1 ), 
and x(t+ 2)= -x ( t )  for this solution. 
A simple transformation attributed to K. Cooke [ 16 ] allows us to obtain 
the analogous result for HN. 
COROLLARY 9.5. Let g be as in Theorem 9.4; then I IN= ~ if g'(O)<~ 
( N -  ½) it. l f  g ' ( O ) > ( N - ½) it then H N consists of a single orbit x( t ), which is 
the unique solution of (9.2) with least period T= 4/ (2N-1) .  In particular, 
H N v~ ~ if and only if N < N*. 
Proof Let x EH N have least period Te(2/N, 
z(t) = x(~t) where/ /= 1- (N -  1 ) T/2 > O. Then 
2(t)= --flg(z(t--1)) 
2/ (N- I ) ) ,  and set 
(9.8) 
and, as z(t) has period Tiff > 2, it follows that z e H1 ~ where H~ is the set 
associated with Eq. (9.8). But now Theorem 9.4 implies that T/~ = 4 hence 
T = 4 / (2N-  1 ), and that g'(0) > rc/2/~ = (N-  ½) re. Conversely, if g'(0) > 
(N-  ½) 7r then the ODE (9.7) is easily shown to have a solution of period 
4 / (2N-  1), which lies in HN. The final claim of the corollary follows from 
properties of the characteristic equation, as in Section 6. | 
We now consider a specific function g. With N fixed and 8 > 0 sufficiently 
small, let g~ : R ~ R satisfy 
g~(~ + 8~ 3) = (N -  ½) lr(~ + 3e~ - 3g~ 3) 
for L( I <~ 1. Inverting 17 = ~ + e~3 in this region yields 
g'(17) = (N-- ½) n(17 + 3817 -- 48173) + O(82) 
and it is easy to check from this that g" can be extended so as to satisfy the 
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hypotheses of Theorem 9.4. Indeed, the unique solution in H N whose 
existence is guaranteed by this result is precisely 
x~(t) = s in ( (N-  ½) 7rt) + e s in3((N-  ½) ~t) 
as a direct calculation shows. A further calculation gives 
B'(t) = (g')' (x'(t - 1 )) = (N-  ½) lr[1 + 3e - 12e cos2((N - ½) 7rt)] + O(e 2) 
as the coefficient in variational equation. 
Letting L ~ and L~ denote the operators defined earlier, we see from the 
theory in Section6 that 1Espec(L °) has multiplicity two, and so 
1 ~ spec(L °) is simple. In particular, the trivial eigenvector of L ~ is 
0~(0) = ~(0)  = (U-  ½) n cos((N-- ½) rc0)[l + 3~ sinZ((U - ½) rt0)] 
and the other eigenvector of L ~, at e = 0, is 
70(0) = s in ( (N-  ½) 7r0). 
Now 7 ° is also an eigenvector of L °, for the simple eigenvalue o = 1. 
Therefore, for e near zero, a smooth choice of eigenvector 7~ of L~ 
corresponding to a smoothly varying eigenvalue o ~ can be made: 
L~ 7 ~ = o~7 ~, o ° = 1. (9.9) 
The remaining eigenvalues of L~ satisfy Iol  # 1, and an even number of 
them satisfy o > 1. Thus by Lemma 9.3, 
ind(F, 1"2)= - sgn(o  ~-  1) 
provided 0~# 1, and so showing me< 1 will establish (9.1). We shall prove 
this shortly. 
LEMMA 9.6. Define the linear functional Jt on C[ -  1, 0] by 
;o 
J, Iz = c ( t ) l z (O) - (N-  ½)Tr c(O+ l)iz(O)dO, 
- -1  
where 
Then 
e(t) = s in ( (N-  ½) nt) + (N-  ½) 7r cos((N-- ½) lrt). 
range(L ° - I) O) (~b °) = ker Jo. (9.10) 
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Proof The fact that L ° has the two eigenvectors tp ° and 70 implies that 
the left-hand side of (9.10) has codimension one in C[ -1 ,  0].  Thus it is 
sufficient to prove JoP = 0 for all/~ in this subspace. This is true for/~ = ~b °
by direct calculation. For  # ~ range(L ° -  I) it follows from the fact that 
(d/dt)(J,u,) = 0 for solutions of the variational equation ~(t) = - (N -  1) 
l tu(t-  1), as 
Jo (L° - I )  uo=Jo(ur -Uo)=Jrur - Jouo=O.  | 
LEMMA 9.7. to~ < 1 for all small ~ > O. 
Proof. We shall prove to' < 0, where to' = dto~/de at e = 0. The definition 
of L~, and (9.9), give 
to~7 ~ = L~7 ~ + K~b ~ 
for some x~e R varying smoothly in 5, with xo= 0. Differentiating this 
relation with respect to e, at e = 0, yields 
to,7o = _ toov, + L,7O + LOT, + x,~bo 
L'7 ° + range(L ° - 1) + (0° ) ,  
where the prime denotes d/de. Applying Jo gives, by Lemma 9.6, 
to'Joy ° = Jo( L'7°), (9.11 ) 
and a calculation reveals that 
JoT ° = 111 + (N-  ½)2 n2-]. (9.12) 
To determine Jo(L'7°), we consider the solution u'(t) of 
f i~(t) = --B~(t) u'(t- 1), 
u~ = 7 0; 
= L'7 ° and u°(t)= s in ( (N-  ½) m). Consider also the equation then u r 
(~(t) = - (N  -- ½) 7tv(t - 1) - Q(t) u°(t - 1), 
I) 0 =- O~ 
for v(t)= Ou~(t)/O~[~=o; here 
Q( ' )  = ~  ~=o=(N-1)  n [3-12cos2 ( (N-1)  m) ]  • 
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Then V r = L'7 °, and so 
rd  
J°(L'?°) = JT(L'~°) = fo "-~ (J,v,) dt 
foC(t) Q(t)u°(t 1)dt 
= -6(N-  ½) n2 (9.13) 
as another calculation reveals. Therefore (9.11 ), (9.12), and (9.13) yield 
O) t~ - -  
which completes the proof. II 
Proof of Theorem D. This 
discussion of this section, 
non-zero. | 
12(N-  ½) rr 2 
< 0, 1 + (N-  ½)2 rt2 
follows directly from the lemmas and 
which imply the fixed-point index (9.1) is 
10. PROOF OF LEMMA 7.3 
This section is devoted to the proof of Lemma7.3; we assume 
throughout that x ", y", and N are as in the statement of that result. 
Observe that y"(t) satisfies the scaled equation (7.1) with II y~ [I = 1. The 
equicontinuity of y"(t) on compact subsets of [0, ~) ,  and resulting con- 
vergence to y(t) is a standard matter; so is the fact that y(t) satisfies the 
limiting linear equation (6.1) on [1, ~) .  The real difficulty is in proving 
that y(t) is not identically zero. 
Assume that y(t) = 0; we wish to obtain a contradiction. 
LEMMA 10.1. yg ~ 0 weak* /n L ~ = L°~( - 1, 0), and y"(O) ~ 0, as 
//---+ o0. 
Proof If not true then for a subsequence, yg ~ ~o weak* in L ~, and 
y"(0) ~ a, where (q~, a) 4: (0, 0) e L ~ x R. Integrating (7.1) for 0 ~< t ~< 1 and 
taking the limit gives 
fo yn(t)=yn(O)-- f*(yn(s),y"(s-- 1), IIx;[l)ds 
fo = y"(O) - Ay"(s) + By"is - 1) ds + O(ll x ;  II) 
~a- -  Ay(s )+Bq) (s -1 )ds=a-B  q)(s-1)ds. 
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But yn(t)---~O uniformly on [0, 1], hence a-BS~otp(s -1 )ds=O implies 
(a, q~) = (0, 0) e R x L ~', a contradiction. | 
We shall consider the translates Y"_Ke C[ -1 ,  0] for integers 0~<K~< 
N+ 2. Observe that each of these functions vanishes at most N times on 
( - 1, 0]. Now we have for the functions y"_K(O) 
Y'K = --f*(Y"t(,Y~-K_~, Ilxgll), 
(m.1) 
ynK l=g*(YnK,.~nK, IIX~II), 
where g* is a scaled version of the functon g: 
g*(¢, ~, P )= 
p lg(p~, ptl) p #0 
1 
- ~ (A~ +~) p=0; 
recall q =g(~, ~) is the local inverse near the origin of ~= - f (~,  r/). 
The fuctions f *  and g* satisfy the estimates 
Of* Of* B 
0~ ~lZ l+ l ,  @ ~>~->0, (10.2) 
_~* <IAB_ J [+ I  ' @* 1 ~--~- < -~<o,  (1o.3) 
for [P¢I and [pr/ (or I P~[) sufficiently small. This will always be the case 
in what follows, as whenever 0 ~< K~< N+ 2 the functions II xgll Y~_x(O)= 
x" ( -K+O)  and Ilxgll PLx(O)=2"( -K+O)  tend uniformly to zero for 
0~ [ -1 ,0 ] ,  as n~ ~.  
We introduce also the function z"(t)= x" ( t -  I)/[L x"1/2LL, and shall con- 
sider the translates z"_ K for O<~K<~N+ 1. Each of these functions, too, 
vanishes at most N times on ( -1 ,  0], and satisfies the above equations 
with II x"_ 1/2 II replacing II xg II. 
LEMMA 10.2. Fix [a, b] _ [ -1 ,  0] and 0~<K~<N+I.  Then 
infta, 63 [ YLK(O)[ ~ 0 as n -~ ~.  I f  in addition zg ~ 0 weak* in L ~, then also 
infEa, b] I Z"x(O)[ ~ O. 
Proof Consider only y", for simplicity. We induct on K: the result is 
true for K=0 by Lemma 10.1, so assume it is true for some K<<.N but not 
for K+ 1. Then for some subsequence, there exists c>0 such that 
I Yn-K_I(0)[ ~>e for all 0e [a, b] and each n; say y"K_l(O)>~e. Fix d>0 
small enough that 
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Bc (b - a) Bet 
d~<min '4(IAI + 1)' 16 ' 
and for large n choose 0n ~ [a, b] such that I Y"-x(On)l <~ d; such exists by 
the induction hypothesis. 
Now as long as 0e [a, b] and [y"_K(O)l <~d, we have from (10.1) and 
002) 
~_K(O) = --f*(y" r(O), n 0 y_,,_~(), Ilx~l[) 
Be 
~(IAI  + 1)d - - -  
2 
Bc 
4 -  - -  
4" 
Consequently the condition I Y" K(O)[ ~ d holds in a subinterval of [a, b] of 
length at most 2d/(Bc/4)<<. (1/2)(b-a);  thus [yLK(O)I >~d holds in some 
subinterval [p. ,  q . ] _  [a, b] of length q.-p.>>. (1/4)(b-a). Taking 
convergent subsequences of p. and q. produces a fixed interval on which 
I Y" r(0JL >~ d. This contradicts the induction hypothesis. | 
LEM~A 10.3. The functions y~ and y~_kt both tend to zero uniformly on 
compact subsets of the open interval ( - 1, 0). The same is true of zg if also 
zg ~ 0 weak* in L ~. 
Proof Consider only yg as the proofs for y~ ~ and zg are similar. Sup- 
pose the result is not true; then for some subsequence there exist 0 n ---, 0 o 
( - 1, 0), and a > 0 such that [ yg(0n)l >~ a, say yg(On) >1 a. We shall show this 
forces y"  K(0) to have at least K distinct zeros near 0o. For K= N + 1 this is 
a contradiction. 
To begin, fix e > 0 small enough that 
1 
2N + z-------~ >~ lAB-11 + 2, 
and that (N+ 1)2 u+ ~e is less than the distance from 0 o to either endpoint 
of ( -1 ,  0). For each K<<.N+ 1 and large n we find points 
- 1 < O.KO < OnKl < "'" < O.~K < O, 
with 
0hr.+ 1 - 0.K, ~< 2% and On~ [O.Ko, On~:~:], 
at which Y"-x alternates in sign: 
( - 1 )x+, yLr(On~:, ) >~ a. 
Note that 0nr ,e ( -  1, 0) by the choice of e. 
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To obtain these points induct on K, beginning with 0~o = 0n for K= 0. 
Suppose 0,,~:, are found for some K~< N. Then between consecutive points 
OnK, and OnK, g+l there exists 0.,  where I y"-K(0.)I ~<a and 
( 1)K+ 1 n 2a 11 - '+ ~_K(O.)>~-~e>~2aB(IAB +2). 
And to the left of OnKo (and similarly to the right of Onxx) there exists, by 
Lemma 10.2, some 0 , .  within 2xe of Onxo where I Y"-K(O**)I <~ a/2; and so 
there exists 0. between 0 . ,  and 0nKo at which [ y"-K(O,)[ <~a and 
a/2 . 1 
(--1)K P"-K(O,)>>. ~-~e>>- 2aB(IAB- 1+2). 
We choose 0,,x+ l., to be the point 0, so constructed, for at those points 
Y"-K-~(0,) alternates in sign, with norm at least 
I YnK_ 1(0,)[ = [ g*(Y~-r(O,), Y"-r(O,), tl xg II)l 
> / - ( Ihn -~ I + 1) a+ (2B) -~ 2aB(IAB-~I+2) 
~a,  
Note also adjacent points 0, are a distance at most 2 K÷ ~e apart. This com- 
pletes the proof. | 
LEMMA 10.4. yg(O) ~ 0 uniformly on compact subsets of the half-open 
interval [ -1 ,  0), and y"_m(0) ~ 0 uniformly on compact subsets of the half- 
open interval ( -  1, 0]. 
Proof. If not true, then by Lemma 10.3 there exist 0 n ~ - 1 and a > 0 
such that I Yn(0,)l >i a for some subsequence. Now 
zn( t )= [Ixgll y"(t-~) 
II x"_ ~/2 II 
and we have 
II xg II II xg II 1 
II x "  ,/2 I-------] ~< Ix"_,/2(0. + ½)1 = I y"(O.)l <~ Ua. 
By Lemma 10.3, y"( t -½)~O uniformly for t in compact subsets of 
10 [ -1 ,  -½)w ( -~,  ], hence z"(t)~ 0 uniformly for such t. Now [Izgl[ = 1 
and so zg ~ 0 weak*. Thus, Lemma 10.3 applied to zg shows that z"(t) ~ 0 
uniformly on compact subsets of ( -1 ,0 ) ,  and so IIzgll ~0 .  But this 
contradicts II z~ bl = 1. | 
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Proof  o f  Lemma 7.3. We simply integrate (7.1) in the range -½ ~< 0 ~< 0 
to get fo 
y; (O)=y; ( - -½)- -  Ayg(s)+ ByL l (S)ds+O( I rxg l f )  
-- 1/2 
= _ fo  Ay;(s)  ds+o(1) ,  
-- 1/2 
where Lemma 10.4 is used. An appl icat ion of  Gronwal l ' s  Inequal i ty  shows 
that  yg(0) ~ 0 uni formly on [ _1 ,  0] .  This  fact, together  with Lemma 10.4, 
yields II Yg If ~ 0, which contradicts II Yg II = 1. | 
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